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PROFILE

Dedicated
to design

Spotlighting CCA members
and their cooperatives

He’s the man behind the design and layout of
Today’s Farmer, MFA’s member magazine that
has the largest farming readership in the state
of Missouri. And there’s no place Craig Weiland
would rather be.
     Craig joined MFA’s communications team
as art director in 2009. In addition to helming
the magazine’s design, he oversees the co-op’s
branding, including logos, advertising, direct marketing and packaging.
      Coming to MFA brought Craig back to print
design after several years of concentrating mostly
on website work. “I spent five years working at the
University of Missouri-Columbia for their research
division, developing a website for their internationally recognized magazine, Illumination. The
Illumination site lent itself to a whole host of fun
and creative multimedia projects,” he said.
     In addition to his university stint, the CCA
member has had a hand in creating two design
businesses. Along with a partner, he founded a
graphic design company while he was in college.
His partner now owns that business, which exceeds $1 million in annual revenues. In 2001 he
founded Choreomedia and continues to operate it
as a sideline business.
What is the most demanding part of your job?
It’s my job to take the materials given to me by
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MFA’s art director, Craig Weiland, was among those
touring the Old Tucson Movie Studio during the
2012 CCA Institute in Tucson, Ariz.
my editor and photographer, and create something that’s graphically interesting and engaging, while still recognizable in keeping with the
design standards people have come to expect
from Today’s Farmer. This is a process I have to
repeat time after time, month after month, and it’s
always challenging to find new and original ways
to deliver this content to our readers. I fight design
Continued
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“Graphic artists have to always be
conscious of the design world around
them, and soaking up ideas to adapt and
use in their own projects.” – Craig Weiland

can produce beautiful finished designs, but if your
techniques are messy and incoherent, it makes it
much harder for changes and updates to be made
later when they’re invariably necessary. The elegance of a design’s construction is just as important as the elegance of the finished, outward-facing
design the audience sees.

Continued from page 10
ennui by keeping a broad array of design sources
around me. I have an ever-growing library of maga-

Do designers see the world differently? You
could say this is true of any artist. Designers are
artists of professional messaging. They’re tuned into
visual means used to persuade and influence, which
makes them a bit more conscientious about the
media they consume. I think many designers think of
themselves just slightly outside of culture, because
they create things meant to speak to that culture.

zine design resources, and I’m always drawn to
interesting layouts, color combinations, shapes and
compositions in magazines whenever I see them.
Graphic artists have to always be conscious of the
design world around them, and soaking up ideas to
adapt and use in their own projects.
What are your design philosophies? There are
two sides to every design. There’s the side the audience sees, the finished composition, which is meant
to deliver the message (whatever that message is)
as succinctly and simply as possible. The other side,
though, is the one only the designer sees. It consists
of frames, text boxes, placed graphics, paragraph
and character styles, color swatches, master page
items, and so forth. I was taught early on that to
be clumsy or sloppy on this side of the project has
costs. Very often, a project is inherited by another
designer, or shared with a freelancer, or passed
down to the next person who takes over the job. You
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playlist. Once a month I meet with a small and very
fun writer’s group, and in late September I visit my
family in St. Louis to celebrate my mom’s birthday.
My guilty Google: “Carmaggeddon” videos of
Grand Theft Auto IV modified to give all vehicle
wheels “negative friction.” This means that instead of
friction slowing them down, it accelerates them. This
has the effect of cars throwing themselves around
wildly, with often-hilarious results.

CO-OP CAPSULE
Name: MFA Incorporated
Headquarters: Columbia, Mo.

What’s something most CCA members don’t
know about you? I’m pretty good on inline skates.
I used to belong to a speed skating club, and we’d
meet weekly to run drills and race each other. I’ve
never competed, but I used to be able to lap the
Empire Roller Rink here in Columbia in 10 seconds
flat (from a standing start), a personal record I made
on my 30th birthday.

Description: Agricultural  cooperative
with annual sales of $1.5 billion and more
than 45,000 members in the central U.S.
Manufactures livestock feed and owns/
operates more than 140 Agri Service centers,
supplying plant food, crop protection products
and other farm supply products.

On September weekends, you’ll find me …
cruising the outer roads of Columbia in my Altima
Coupe with the windows down, singing with my iPod
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